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Abstract We present a 250 line Matlab code for topol-
ogy optimization for linearized buckling criteria. The
code is conceived to handle stiffness, volume and Buck-
ling Load Factors (BLFs) either as the objective func-
tion or as constraints. We use the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser
aggregation function in order to reduce multiple objec-
tives (viz. constraints) to a single, differentiable one.
Then, the problem is sequentially approximated by us-
ing MMA-like expansions and an OC-like scheme is tai-
lored to update the variables. The inspection of the
stress stiffness matrix leads to a vectorized implementa-
tion for its efficient construction and for the sensitivity
analysis of the BLFs. This, coupled with the efficiency
improvements already presented by Ferrari and Sig-
mund (2020a), cuts all the computational bottlenecks
associated with setting up the buckling analysis and
allows buckling topology optimization problems of an
interesting size to be solved on a laptop. The efficiency
and flexibility of the code is demonstrated over a few
structural design examples and some ideas are given for
possible extensions.
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1 Introduction

We present a compact code aimed at reducing the bur-
den of a computationally intensive task: topology opti-
mization considering buckling performed in Matlab.

Topology Optimization (TO) is actively spreading
across several engineering fields, offering innovative so-
lutions to more and more design problems. Most likely,
one of the driving forces of this rapid spreading is the
availability of much educational software. We believe
that educational software is a higly valuable tool, offer-
ing a foundation for the understanding of the basics of a
research topic and providing a basis for the implemen-
tation (and improvement) of methods. Since the forefa-
ther 99 line code by Sigmund (2001), many others edu-
cational codes have appeared (see Ferrari and Sigmund
(2020a) for a list), almost all addressing the prototyp-
ical problems of compliance (thermal or elastic) design
and mechanism design. In recent years, more TO prob-
lems have been translated into educational software,
addressing different physics (Xia and Breitkopf, 2015),
design parametrizations (Yago et al, 2021), and some-
times making use of external FEM libraries for the most
computationally intensive tasks.

Confining ourselves to density-based TO (Bendsøe
and Sigmund, 2004) and to structural applications, al-
most all educational codes deal with compliance de-
sign and we observe the lack of any software address-
ing buckling. This is understandable, as buckling TO
is still an advanced topic, presenting several difficulties
(Bruyneel et al, 2008; Ferrari and Sigmund, 2019), even
in its linearized formulation (Crisfield, 1991). Within
the Matlab enviroment, buckling analysis is compu-
tationally demanding not only due to the eigenprob-
lem solution (progress has been made by using multi-
level solvers for this (Ferrari and Sigmund, 2020b)), but
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also due to the stress stiffness matrix setup. The lat-
ter depends on the local stress distribution, and there-
fore its customary setup requires potentially time con-
suming elementwise operations. Based on the direct
inspection of the stress stiffness operator, we provide
an almost fully vectorized implementation eliminating
all the computational bottlenecks associated with the
setup of the buckling problem and with the sensitivity
analysis of the Buckling Load Factors (BLFs).

The code we present, named topBuck250, solves TO
problems involving a combination of compliance, vol-
ume and BLFs. Therefore, it stands as a quite com-
prehensive design tool, accounting for the most rele-
vant structural responses. In particular, the code in Ap-
pendix C is ready to tackle the following problems
1. Maximization of the fundamental BLF of a design,

subject to compliance and volume constraints,
2. Minimum volume design, subject to compliance and

buckling constraints,
that are highly meaningful for structural designers.

We aggregate multiple objectives or constraints by
using the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) function (Kreis-
selmeier and Steinhauser, 1979), which has proven very
robust when dealing with many active constraints (Kennedy
and Hicken, 2015; Ferrari and Sigmund, 2019). The sin-
gle objective, single constraint optimization problem is
then solved by a sequential approximation approach,
using monotonic MMA-like approximations (Svanberg,
1987) and an OC-like scheme to update the variables.
For this, we provide a very compact re-design routine,
tailored for solving the specific problems here discussed.

The present code builds on the recently published
top99neo code (Ferrari and Sigmund, 2020a) and in-
herits all its basic speedups (i.e. fast assembly imple-
mentation, use of volume-preserving filters, etc.). Thus,
the solution of the eigenproblem will absorb the ma-
jority of the computational time and a highly efficient
eigensolver (Dunning et al, 2016; Ferrari and Sigmund,
2020b) could be used to improve this operation. We
do not provide here a complete 3D implementation, be-
cause the solution of the 3D eigenproblem would quickly
become prohibitive with the built-in Matlab tools. Nev-
ertheless, all the methods discussed here are easily ex-
tendable to 3D and we will show the huge cut in the
CPU time they potentially bring in that setup. Also, the
methods presented can be extended to some other dis-
cretizations, e.g. higher order isoparameteric elements,
some mixed elements and level sets.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
set the stage for density-based TO, introducing the phy-
isical responses of interest and their sensitivities. Sub-
section 2.1 introduces the optimization problems con-
sidered and qualitatively describes the solution scheme.

Section 3 gives an overview of the organization of the
topBuck250 code and describes the input parameters.
The efficient construction of the stress stiffness matrix
and the corresponding sensitivity analysis of the BLFs
are presented in Section 4. Subsection 4.3 gives some
information about how the state and adjoint equations
are solved. Two examples, immediately replicable with
the provided code, are presented in Section 5 and final
remarks and possible extensions are listed in Section 6.
In Appendix A we explain how some discretization op-
erators have been compactly implemented in the code
and Appendix B describes the MMA-like approxima-
tion of the local optimization problem and the OC-like
update rule. Appendix C provides the Matlab code.

2 Setup and formulations

We consider a structured discretization Ωh of m equi-
sized elements Ωe for a total of n Degrees of Freedom
(DOFs). The pseudo-densities x̂ = {x̂e}me=1, are par-
titioned between the sets x̂P0 , x̂P1 , describing passive
regions where x̂e = 0 and x̂e = 1, respectively, and the
active variables set x̂A (Ferrari and Sigmund, 2020a).
For the latter, x̂e is linked to the element-based design
variables x = {xe}me=1 by (Wang et al, 2011)

x̂e = tanh(βη) + tanh(β(x̃e − η))
tanh(βη) + tanh(β(1− η)) (1)

where η ∈ [0, 1], β ∈ [1,∞) and x̃e is obtained through
the linear density filter with minimum radius rmin > 0
(Bourdin, 2001; Bruns and Tortorelli, 2001)

x̃e =
∑m
i=1 he,ixi∑m
i=1 he,i

(2)

where he,i = max(0, rmin − dist(Ωi, Ωe)), forall i, e ∈
[1,m].

Let the Young’s modulus be parametrized by the
SIMP interpolations with penalizations pK , pG > 1

EK(x̂e) = Emin + (E0 − Emin)x̂pK
e

EG(x̂e) = E0x̂
pG
e

(3)

for stiffness (EK) and stress (EG), respectively. As usual,
E0 is the Young’s modulus of the solid material and
Emin � E0 that of the void.

We consider the following physical quantities: total
volume fraction (|Ωe| = constant)

f (x̂) = 1
m

m∑
e=1

x̂e , (4)

linearized compliance

c(x̂) = FTu (x̂) , (5)
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and fundamental Buckling Load Factor (BLF)

λ1 (x̂,u) := min
v∈Rn,v6=0

− vTK [x̂] v
vTG [x̂,u] v (6)

The latter two both refer to the same load vector
F ∈ Rn, that is assumed to have fixed direction; there-
fore, we only consider positive BLFs. G [x̂,u] is the
stress stiffness matrix, depending on the displacement
field u(x̂) = K[x̂]−1F, and K[x̂] is the linear stiffness
matrix.

In the following we will actually compute the quan-
tities µi = 1/λi, which are the eigenvalues of

(G [x̂,u] + µK [x̂])ϕ = 0 , ϕ 6= 0 (7)

such that µ1 = max µi = 1/minλi = 1/λ1. Then, the
max operator is approximated by the smooth aggrega-
tion function (Kreisselmeier and Steinhauser, 1979)

JKS [µi] (x̂) = µ1(x̂) + 1
ρ

ln
(

q∑
i=1

eρ(µi(x̂)−µ1(x̂))

)
(8)

depending on ρ ∈ [1,∞) and giving an upper bound on
µ1 (thus, a lower bound on λ1).

The derivatives of the compliance and volume frac-
tion with respect to the pseudo-densities x̂e are

∂c

∂x̂e
= −uT ∂K

∂x̂e
uδeA ,

∂f

∂x̂e
= m−1δeA (9)

where δeA = 1 if e ∈ A and 0 otherwise. The derivatives
of the i-th eigenvalue reads (Rodrigues et al, 1995)

∂µi
∂x̂e

= −[ϕTi
∂G

∂x̂e
ϕi︸ ︷︷ ︸

1

+µiϕTi
∂K

∂x̂e
ϕi︸ ︷︷ ︸

2

−wT
i

∂K

∂x̂e
u︸ ︷︷ ︸

3

]
(10)

where wi = K−1[ϕTi (∇uG)ϕi] is the adjoint vector,
and the derivative of (8) is (Raspanti et al, 2000)

∂JKS [µi]
∂x̂e

(x̂) =
∑q
i=1 e

ρ(µi(x̂)−µ1(x̂)) ∂µi

∂x̂e
(x̂)∑q

i=1 e
ρ(µi(x̂)−µ1(x̂)) (11)

We remark that (11) is smooth even at design points
where some of the ∂eµi are not (Gravesen et al, 2011),
i.e. points where µi are repeated (Seyranian et al, 1994).

With (9) and (11) in hand, sensitivities with respect
to the design variables xe, are given by the chain rule

∂(·)
∂xe

= ∂(·)
∂x̂e

∂x̂e
∂x̃e

∂x̃e
∂xe

(12)

(·) may represent c, f or JKS and the rightmost terms
involve derivatives of the projection (1) and filtering (2)
operators (Guest et al, 2004; Sigmund, 2007).

2.1 Optimization problems and solution approach

The code in Appendix C solves the following problems:
(1) BLF maximization with compliance and volume
constraints (recall that JKS0 [µi] is linked to 1/λ1), min

x∈[0,1]m
JKS0 [µi] (x̂)

s.t. JKS1 [gV , gc] (x̂) ≤ 0
(13)

and (2) volume minimization with compliance and BLF
constraints min

x∈[0,1]m
f (x̂)

s.t. JKS1 [gc, gλ] (x̂) ≤ 0
(14)

where we used the KS function to aggregate multiple
constraints (see Appendix B). Explicitly, the constraint
functions that are aggregated in (13) and (14) are

gV (x̂) = f(x̂)/f̄ − 1
gc(x̂) = c(x̂)/c̄− 1
gλ(x̂) = 1− λJKS [µi](x̂)

(15)

where c̄ and f̄ are the maximum allowed compliance
and volume fraction and λ is the minimum prescribed
BLF. The two more basic TO problems of volume-
constrained minimum compliance and vice versa can
also be solved (see Section 3).

The optimization problems are solved by a sequen-
tial approximation approach (Groenwold and Etman,
2008). At each re-design step, the objective and con-
straint functions are replaced by their monotonic MMA-
like approximations (Svanberg, 1987) and the design
update is performed within the routine ocUpdate listed
in Appendix B. Although introducing moving asymp-
totes and adaptive move limits results in some extra
parameters and operations, for the present problems
the design update retains the simplicity of an OC-like
scheme and can be implemented very compactly.

Because of its simplicity, the ocUpdate cannot be
expected to be as robust as more general optimiza-
tion routines, such as the MMA (Svanberg, 1987) or
GCMMA (Svanberg, 2002). Therefore, we decided to
keep this routine separate from the main code, such
that the user can easily switch to other, more general
and established optimizers as needed. Details on how
to call the MMA within the main code are given in
Appendix B.

3 General structure of the code

The code is called with the following input data
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ocUpdate(...)

]

Fig. 1: Flowchart for the topBuck250 Matlab code. All the op-
erations related to buckling (highlighted with an orange back-
ground) are performed only if ’B’ is among the argument of
prSel, otherwise the code essentially reduces to the top99neo.
The design variables are updated by the routine ocUpdate

topBuck250 (nelx ,nely ,penalK ,rmin ,ft ,ftBC ,eta ,beta ,
maxit ,ocPar ,Lx ,penalG ,nEig ,pAgg ,prSel ,x0)

where the first 9 arguments have the same meaning
as in top99neo (Ferrari and Sigmund, 2020a). ocPar
contains the parameters governing the design update
routine, and will be discussed in Appendix B.

We introduce the physical length of the domain Lx
and the height is obtained by the aspect ratio (line 11).
penalG is the penalization factor used for the stress
stiffness interpolation (3), nEig is the number of BLFs
included in the optimization and pAgg is the initial
value of the KS aggregation factor.

prSel is a data structure specifying the optimiza-
tion problem and the corresponding constraints bounds.
This can take the forms

prSel ={[ ’B’,’C’,’V’],[Cmax , Vfmax ]};
prSel ={[ ’V’,’C’,’B’],[Cmax ,Lmin ]};

prSel ={[ ’C’,’V’], Vfmax };
prSel ={[ ’V’,’C’],Cmax };

The first substructure prSel{1} is a list of 2 or 3 char-
acters, used to select the optimization problem to be
solved. The first character defines the objective function
and the other(s) the contraint(s), among the criteria in-
troduced in Section 2. By convention, we set ’B’ for the
BLF, ’C’ for compliance and ’V’ for volume fraction. If
’B’ is not among the set of arguments, all the buckling-
related operations are skipped and we essentially re-
cover the topo99neo code, except for the ocUpdate
routine (see Figure 1). In this case, volume-constrained
minimum compliance (prSel{1}=[’C’,’V’]) and compliance-
constrained minimum volume (prSel{1}=[’V’,’C’])
TO problems can be solved with essentially the same ef-
ficiency as in top99neo. Problems (13) and (14) are se-
lected by setting prSel{1} = [’B’,’C’,’V’] and prSel{1}
= [’V’,’B’,’C’], respectively.

The second substructure prSel{2} contains 1 or 2
numerical values, specifying the constraint(s) bound(s)
c̄, f̄ , λ. We assume the following: (1) for volume min-
imization problems (i.e, if prSel{1}(1)=’V’) the ini-
tial volume fraction is set to f = 1 (see line 9); (2)
for volume constrained problems, the maximum vol-
ume fraction is specified by prSel{2}(end)=Vfmax; (3)
the compliance upper bound is expressed as a scaling
of the initial compliance (e.g., Cmax=2.5 means c̄ =
2.5(FTu) |loop=1).

The last argument is a string with the name of a
data file (e.g. ’myData.mat’), and can be used to spec-
ify a non-uniform initial material distribution. This is
useful for solving reinforcement problems starting from
an initial design (see Subsection 5.1). We assume that
the material distribution is saved as "xInitial" in the
data file, and then is assigned to the design variables on
line 91 in the code. If this last argument is not passed to
topBuck250, the design variables vector is initialized to
the uniform material distribution fulfilling the specified
volume fraction volfrac (see lines 93-94).

The topBuck250 routine starts with some prelimi-
nary operations subdivided in the following blocks

PRE .1) MATERIAL AND CONTINUATION PARAMETERS
PRE .2) DISCRETIZATION FEATURES
PRE .3) LOADS , SUPPORTS AND PASSIVE DOMAINS
PRE .4) PREPARE FILTER AND PROJECTION OPERATORS
PRE .5) ALLOCATE AND INITIALIZE OTHER PARAMETERS

We first define the elastic constants, the continua-
tion schemes for the penalization exponents (penalK,
penalG), for the projection parameter beta and for the
aggregation exponent pAgg (lines 3-7). We remark that,
as in top99neo, the continuation scheme on a given pa-
rameter is specified as

parCont ={ istart ,maxPar ,isteps , deltaPar };
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such that when loop>=istart, the parameter is in-
creased by deltaPar every isteps, up to the value
maxPar. The continuation is applied at lines 245-246,
by the function defined on line 8. The check on lines
247-248 keeps track of the steps where continuation is
applied, and allows the user to restart the asymptotes
history (see Appendix B).

The discretization features are built between lines
11-59. Up to line 32 the operations are the same as in
top99neo, and we remark that the indices iK and jK,
used for the K matrix assembly (lines 27-32), refer to
the lower-half of the symmetric matrix and are built as
explained in Ferrari and Sigmund (2020a).

Lines 33-62 are executed only if buckling is among
the optimization criteria. We introduce the non dimen-
sional elasticity matrix Cmat0, the physical dimensions
of the elements xe, and the Gauss nodes (xiG,etaG)
and weights (wxi,weta) adopted for numerical quadra-
tures (lines 34-36). Some operators useful in order to
compactly perform the stress analysis are introduced
in lines 37-39 (see Appendix A for details). The indices
iG and jG used for the stress stiffness matrix assembly,
the derivative of this latter with respect to the displace-
ment vector, and other auxiliary variables are defined
between lines 40-59. These operations are all precisely
discussed in Section 4.

The KS function and its derivative, as specified by
(8) and (11) are defined as functions on lines 60 and
61. The specification of loads, boundary conditions and
passive elements follows the same concept of top88 and
top99neo, and the instructions given by default on lines
64-69 correspond to the compressed column example of
Subsection 5.1.

The filter operator is built in PRE.4), using Dirich-
lect (bcF=’D’) or Neumann (bcF=’N’) boundary condi-
tions, and lines 78-83 define the η projection (prj) and
its η- and x̃e-derivatives (deta, dprj). Block PRE.5) is
basically as in top99neo. The only notable difference is
that lines 90-95 allow the user to initialize the design
variables to the initial guess specified by x0, or to the
uniform material distribution.

The redesign loop starts at line 98 and consists of
the following blocks

RL .1) COMPUTE PHYSICAL DENSITY FIELD
RL .2) SETUP AND SOLVE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
RL .3) BUILD STRESS STIFFNESS MATRIX
RL .4) SOLVE BUCKLING EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
RL .5) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF BLFs
RL .6) SELECT OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND CONSTRAINTS
RL .7) UPDATE DESIGN VARIABLES
RL .8) PRINT AND PLOT RESULTS

RL.1) and RL.2) perform the operations needed for
computing the linear compliance and its derivative. The
operations in blocks RL.3) to RL.5) are discussed in
detail in Section 4 and are executed only if buckling is

among the optimization criteria (see Figure 1). Such a
modular organization of the code allows the user to skip
the most computationally intensive parts if the purpose
is to solve standard compliance or volume minimization
problems, e.g in order to generate an initial design to
be then reinforced against buckling.

Up to this point the script has the greatest gener-
ality and, depending on the problem selected, provides
the function values and gradients for the three physical
responses: compliance, volume fraction and µi parame-
ters, that are related to BLFs. Then, RL.6) and RL.7)
are customized for the particular optimization problems
introduced in Subsection 2.1 and for performing the de-
sign update with the ocUpdate routine, as described in
Appendix B. However, we remark that the extension of
the code for considering other combinations of the three
response criteria, as well as for using more general opti-
mization routines, requires the user to add/modify only
a few lines in RL.6) and RL.7).

The last block (RL.8)) contains some commands for
print and plot. If buckling is selected, lines 231-238 gen-
erate three sub-plots. The top one shows the current
topology, the bottom left one shows the evolution of
the constraint functions, together with their KS aggre-
gation, and the evolution of the objective (volume frac-
tion or JKS [µi]−1). The bottom right plot shows the
evolution of the four lowest BLFs, respectively. Other-
wise, if buckling is not selected, a single plot showing
the evolution of the design is generated.

4 Setup of the buckling eigenvalue problem and
sensitivity analysis of buckling load factors

In order to setup the eigenvalue buckling analysis (7)
we need to assemble the stress stiffness matrix G[x̂,u]
from the elemental ones Ge[x̂e,ue], e = 1 . . . ,m.

The elemental matrices cannot be expressed as a
scaling of a constant matrix (like Ke = EK(x̂e)Ke

0),
but must be evaluated for each element, as they depend
on the local displacement field. Within a scripting lan-
guage such as Matlab, where loops and memory alloca-
tion considerably affect the performance, this becomes
very expensive even for medium-size problems. How-
ever, a careful inspection of the structure of Ge[x̂e,ue]
allows a very efficient implementation, requiring cheap
vectorized matrix products only.

The first step is to compute the stress components
σex, σey, τexy at the element level, and arrange them into
the matrix σe0. For a k-noded isoparametric element
(Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2005) this is done through the
following relationship

σe0 = DB0ue (16)
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where D is the elasticity matrix and B0 is the linearized
strain-displacement pseudo-differential operator.

Using the operators defined in Appendix A, Equa-
tion 16 is evaluated simultaneously for all the elements
by the following two lines

% ------ stress at current Gauss point ( nElemx3 )
gradN = (dN (0 ,0)*xe)\dN (0 ,0);
sGP = ( Cmat0 *Bmat( gradN )*U(cMat) ’) ’;

where the element centroid is the stress super-convergent
point for the Q4 bilinear element (Wahlbin, 1995).

4.1 Setup of the stress stiffness matrix

The stress stiffness matrix stems from the following con-
tribution in the linearization of the virtual work equa-
tion (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2005)

Ge[ue] :=
∫
Ω0

BT1 T[σe0]B1 dΩ0 (17)

where B1 discretizes the deformation gradient and for
a Q4 bilinear element reads (Crisfield, 1991)

B1 =


∂xN1 0 ∂xN2 0 ∂xN3 0 ∂xN4 0
∂yN1 0 ∂yN2 0 ∂yN3 0 ∂yN4 0

0 ∂xN1 0 ∂xN2 0 ∂xN3 0 ∂xN4
0 ∂yN1 0 ∂yN2 0 ∂yN3 0 ∂yN4


and the stress components are arranged as

T[σe0] = I2 ⊗ σe0 =


σx τxy 0 0
τxy σy 0 0
0 0 σx τxy
0 0 τxy σy

 (18)

where I2 is the identity matrix of order 2.
Expanding the product BT1 T[σe0]B1 we obtain the

following structure for the integrand of (17) (de Borst
et al, 2012)

Ge{Q4} =



z11 0 z12 0 z13 0 z14 0
0 z11 0 z12 0 z13 0 z14
z21 0 z22 0 z23 0 z24 0
0 z21 0 z22 0 z23 0 z24
z31 0 z32 0 z33 0 z34 0
0 z31 0 z32 0 z33 0 z34
z41 0 z42 0 z43 0 z44 0
0 z41 0 z42 0 z43 0 z44


(19)

and we identify only 10 independent coefficients out of
the 64, highlighted in red in (19). Moreover, the generic
zik (i, k = 1, . . . , 4) can be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of the stress components

zik = σxakai + σybkbi + τxy (bkai + akbi) (20)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Modd (1,1) (3,1) (5,1) (7,1) (3,3) (5,3) (7,3) (5,5) (7,5) (7,7)
Meven (2,2) (4,2) (6,2) (8,2) (4,4) (6,4) (8,4) (6,6) (8,6) (8,8)

Table 1: Mapping Modd : {1 : 10} 7→ (i, j) for the 10 unique
coefficients of Z and the lower symmetric part of Ge.Meven in
the second row is for even columns

where we have set ai = ∂xNi and bi = ∂yNi.
A compact representation of the 10 independent co-

efficients in (19) is given by the array Z ∈ Rm×10,
which is obtained through the Hadamard matrix prod-
uct Z = BT � S. Here, Rm×3 3 S =

[
σex, σ

e
y, τ

e
xy

]
e=1:m

collects the stress components for all the elements, and
we have introduced the array B[3×10]

B =

 a`(i,1)a`(i,2)
b`(i,1)b`(i,2)

b`(i,2)a`(i,1) + a`(i,2)b`(i,1)

i=1:10

(21)

where ` ∈ N10×2 is the set of indices mapping each Zei
(i = 1, . . . 10) to the corresponding z`(i,1)`(i,2) within
the pattern of non-zero elements of (19), i.e.

` =
[

1 2 3 4 2 3 4 3 4 4
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4

]T
The columns of Z collect the coefficients highlighted

in the reduced pattern here below, sorted column-wise

Ge,unique
{Q4} =


z11 z12 z13 z14
z21 z22 z23 z24
z31 z32 z33 z34
z41 z42 z43 z44

 (22)

Thus, we obtain the independent stress stiffness ma-
trix coefficients for all the elements at once, and we just
need a small loop to evaluate Z on the Gauss points.
We remark that Z actually contains non-dimensional
strain combinations, and Ke

0 and Ge0 are scaled by the
interpolations EK (x̂e) and EG (x̂e), to obtain the di-
mensional matrices Ke and Ge, right before the global
assembly. The whole procedure for arriving at G[x̂,u]
is implemented between lines 124-148.

The global stress stiffness matrix G can be assem-
bled as discussed by Ferrari and Sigmund (2020a), upon
considering the mappingModd between the 10 columns
of Z and the odd columns of the lower symmetric part of
Ge (see Table 1). Mapping to even columns is then eas-
ily obtained by noting that (i, j)even = (i, j)odd +(1, 1),
and gives the coefficients highlighted in cyan in (19).
The indices iG and jG are subsets of iK and jK. Con-
sidering the column-wise sorting of the lower symmet-
ric part of (19), it is immediate to recognize thatModd
targets the elements {1, 3, 5, 7, 16, 18, 20, 27, 29, 34}.

Thus, the assembly indices for both K and G are
built by the following instructions, (see lines 26-42)
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(a) 2D discretization (b) 3D discretization (c)

Fig. 2: Scaling of CPU time for the construction of the stress stiffness matrix G (a,b). The overall time is split between that for the
stresses computation (σGP ), for computing the compact representation Z of the elemental matrices (Ge0), and that for assembling
the global matrix (H,fsparse). In (c) we see the scaling of the ratios rt,1 = σGP +Ge

0
H,fsparse , measuring the efficiency of the elemental

matrices setup, and rt,2, comparing the overall time for setting up G with that for setting up K

[sI ,sII ]= deal ([]); % Line 26
for j=1:8 % Line 27

sI = cat (2,sI ,j:8); % Line 28
sII = cat (2,sII , repmat (j,1,8-j+1)); % Line 29

end % Line 30
[iK ,jK] = deal(cMat (:,sI)’, cMat (:, sII) ’); % Line 31
Iar = sort ([ iK (:) ,jK (:)],2,’descend ’); % Line 32
indM = [1 ,3 ,5 ,7 ,16 ,18 ,20 ,27 ,29 ,34]; % Line 40
[iG ,jG] = deal(iK(indM ,:) ,jK(indM ,:)); % Line 41
IkG = sort ([ iG (:) ,jG (:)],2,’descend ’); % Line 42

Finally, the lower symmetric part of G is assembled
by using fsparse (Engblom and Lukarski, 2016) (see
lines 146-147)
G= fsparse (IkG (: ,1)+1, IkG (: ,2)+1,sG ,[ nDof ,nDof ])+

fsparse (IkG (: ,1) ,IkG (: ,2) ,sG ,[ nDof ,nDof ]);

The same procedure can be extended to a 3D dis-
cretization with H8 trilinear elements. Equation 20 be-
comes ((i, k) = 1, . . . , 8)

zik = σxakai + σybkbi + σzckci + τxy (bkai + akbi)
+ τxz (akci + ckai) + τyz (bkci + ckbi)

where ci = ∂zNi and the pattern of Ge{H8} is formally
similar to that of (19). For the 3D case, computational
cuts are much more substantial, as there are just 36
independent coefficients out of 576.

We refer to Figure 2 for considerations about the
efficiency. Plots (a,b) show the scaling curves for the
CPU time spent on computing the elemental stresses
(t[σGP ]) and the elemental geometric stiffness matrices
t[Ge0]. As n increases, the sum of these two times be-
comes smaller than the time spent on the G assembly
operation (t[H, fsparse]). We notice that the assembly
is a bit cheaper for the stress stiffness matrix than for
the stiffness one, due to the larger sparsity of G (only
1/2 of the zik 6= 0, whereas Ke

0 is full).
Figure 2 (c) shows the trend of two coefficients mea-

suring the efficiency of the operations for building the

global stress stiffness matrix G. rt,1 is the ratio between
t[σGP ]+t[Ge0] (i.e. the overall time for computing the in-
dependent coefficients of the elemental stress stiffness
matrices) and t[H, fsparse]. For small discretizations
we have rt,1 > 1. This is reasonable because the assem-
bly operation is extremely cheap and some operations
for computing Ge0 (e.g. the short loop on Gauss knots)
are not amortized by the efficiency of the vector prod-
ucts. However, as n increases rt,1 drops as the com-
putation of Ge0 takes advantage of the fully vectorized
operations. rt,2 is the ratio between the overall times for
setting up G and that for K. Also this term decreases
as the DOFs number n becomes larger, and for very
large 2D discretizations the computation of G is about
17% in 2D, and only 1% in 3D, more expensive than
computing K.

Therefore, the procedure we have described cuts the
cost for setting up the buckling eigenvalue problem to
the same as the one for setting up the linear analysis.

4.2 Sensitivity expressions

The x̂e-derivatives of the elemental matrices, needed for
the expressions (9) and (10), are given by

∂Ke

∂x̂e
= ∂EK (x̂e)

∂x̂e
Ke

0 ,
∂Ge

∂x̂e
= ∂EG (x̂e)

∂x̂e
Ge0 (23)

and the gradient of the compliance is computed as usual
(Andreassen et al, 2011; Ferrari and Sigmund, 2020a),
expressing the local product uTeKe

0ue through the con-
nectivity matrix (line 121).

Below we give details about how to take advantage
of the compact representation introduced for Ge0 (i.e.
Z ∈ Rm×10) when expressing each term of (10).
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p1 (ϕ2
1 + ϕ2

2)
p2 (ϕ1ϕ3 + ϕ2ϕ4)
p3 (ϕ1ϕ5 + ϕ2ϕ6)
p4 (ϕ1ϕ7 + ϕ2ϕ8)
p5 (ϕ2

3 + ϕ2
4)

p6 (ϕ3ϕ5 + ϕ4ϕ6)
p7 (ϕ3ϕ7 + ϕ4ϕ8)
p8 (ϕ2

5 + ϕ2
6)

p9 (ϕ5ϕ7 + ϕ6ϕ8)
p10 (ϕ2

7 + ϕ2
8)

Table 2: Mapping of the eigenvector components into the array
p used for writing the product ϕTGe0ϕ ≡ Z̃� p

Contribution 1. To express this at the element level we
need to account for the structure of Z. Writing out ex-
plicitly the double product we obtain

ϕTGe0ϕ =
(
ϕ2

1 + ϕ2
2
)
z11 +

(
ϕ2

3 + ϕ2
4
)
z22

+
(
ϕ2

5 + ϕ2
6
)
z33 +

(
ϕ2

7 + ϕ2
8
)
z44

+ 2 (ϕ1ϕ3 + ϕ2ϕ4) z21 + 2 (ϕ1ϕ5 + ϕ2ϕ6) z31

+ 2(ϕ1ϕ7 + ϕ2ϕ8)z41 + 2(ϕ3ϕ5 + ϕ4ϕ6)z32

+ 2(ϕ3ϕ7 + ϕ4ϕ8)z42 + 2(ϕ5ϕ7 + ϕ6ϕ8)z43

(24)

where we have exploited the symmetry of zij and we
have set ϕ = ϕe for simplicity. The same result of (24)
can be obtained with the Hadamard product Z̃ � p,
where p ∈ R10×m collects the components of ϕ as shown
in Table 2, for all the elements. A quick glance at the
subscripts in Table 2 reveals that the array p can be
built by using the indices iG and jG. Indeed, we recog-
nize pi = ϕModd(i,2)ϕModd(i,1) + ϕMeven(i,2)ϕMeven(i,1);
thus we formally express p = ϕ(M̃), where M̃ ∈ N10×m.

To have consistency with (24) the elements on columns
{2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9} of the array Z must be doubled, obtain-
ing Z̃. This first contribution could be computed by the
following operations

t2ind =[2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,7 ,9]; % defined on Line 40
a1= reshape (IkG (: ,2) ,10, nEl) ’; % defined on Line 43
a2= reshape (IkG (: ,1) ,10, nEl) ’; % defined on Line 43
dkeG=dsG .*Z; % x- derivative of Ge
dkeG (:, t2ind )=2* dkeG (:, t2ind ); % 2x t2ind columns
for j=1: nEig

t=phi (:,j);
vC=t(a1).*t(a2)+t(a1 +1) .*t(a2 +1);
phiDGphi (:,j)=sum(dkeG .*vC ,2);

end

similar to those in the code of Appendix C.

Contribution 2 The double product ϕT (∂eK)ϕ can be
computed at the element level as done for ∂ec, upon
replacing ∂eEK(xe) by ∂eEG(xe) and u by ϕ.

Contribution 3 The derivative of the non-dimensional
elemental stress stiffness matrix Ge0 with respect to each
component ui of the displacement vector u reads (see

Equation 17)

∂Ge0
∂ui

(u) = ∂

∂ui

∫
Ωe

BT1

(
I2 ⊗

∂σe

∂ui

)
B1 dΩe

=
∫
Ωe

BT1

(
I2 ⊗ CB0

∂ue
∂ui

)
B1 dΩe

=
∫
Ωe

BT1 (I2 ⊗ CB0δie)B1 dΩe

(25)

where δie = 1 if ui belongs to the displacements ue on
element e, and δie = 0 otherwise.

Since (25) is independent of x̂, a simple way to ob-
tain the gradient ∇uG

e
0 is to pre-compute the opera-

tor ∇uZ ∈ R10×8. Following the same reduced storage
format of Z, the i-th column of ∇uZ contains the 10
independent coefficients of the stress stiffness matrix
corresponding to the displacement vector u ∈ R8×1,
ui = 1, uj 6=i = 0; namely,

∇uZ = [Ge0(u1 = 1), Ge0(u2 = 1), . . . , Ge0(u8 = 1)] (26)

Equation 26, called dZdu in the code, is computed
between lines 44-58, using the compact definitions of B0
and B1 given in Appendix A. Then, each adjoint load
can be computed by expressing the following double
product

ϕTi (∇uG)ϕi = (∇uZ̃)� p (27)

as described for Contribution 1 , where p is as in Ta-
ble 2 and ∇uZ̃ is obtained from ∇uZ by doubling the
elements of columns {2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9}. Once the adjoint
problem has been solved for wi, the computation of
the last sensitivity term only requires another applica-
tion of step 2 , with u and wi as left and right vectors,
respectively.

Sensitivity calculations are implemented in the code
of Appendix C between lines 156-180. However, in or-
der to reduce looping and avoid repeated calculations,
the operations are grouped in a slightly different way.
Within a single loop, we extract each of the nEig modes,
compute contribution 2 (Line 160-161), build the ar-
ray p only once (Line 163), and use this for computing
contribution 1 (Line 164) and the adjoint loads (Line
168). Then, the adjoint problem is solved simulaneously
for all the right hand sides and contribution 3 is com-
puted between lines 173-177. Finally, the sensitivities
of the BLFs-related quantities µi are given by Line 179.

4.3 Solution of state and adjoint equations

If buckling is among the optimization criteria, two lin-
ear systems and an eigenvalue problem have to be solved
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at each re-design step. It is outside the scope of the
present work to discuss how to perform this with highly
efficient methods, and we leave this extension to the in-
terested users. Here we resort to built-in Matlab func-
tions, whose efficiency is satisfactory for medium-scale
2D problems.

The stiffness matrixK is decomposed by the Cholesky
factorization, using the decomposition Matlab func-
tion. The factor dK is stored (Line 119) and used for
solving both the linear equilibrium equations (Line 120)
and the adjoint problem (Line 173). dK is useful also
when calling the eigs function for solving the eigen-
value problem (7). This is done by the following in-
structions (see lines 151-152)

matFun = @(v) dK \( Kgeo(free ,free)*v);
[eivecs ,D]= eigs(matFun , length (free),nEig +4,’sa ’);

where the map v 7→ K−1Gv, repeteadly performed by
the iterative Krylov method underlying eigs (Lehoucq
and Sorensen, 1996; Stewart, 2002), is explicitly given
by the function matFun. This spares the re-factorization
of K within eigs, and we have observed a cut of about
10-15% of the CPU time, compared to the case where
matFun is not provided. When the eigenvalues get close,
Krylov based method may loose accuracy on the “last”
computed eigenpairs (Wendland, 2018). Therefore, we
heuristically set the number of computed eigenpairs to
nEig+4, to retain good accuracy on the nEig used for
running the optimization. The argument ’sa’ selects
the smallest algebraic (i.e. “most negative”) eigenvalues
D(i). Thus, -D(i) correspond to the µi of our formula-
tion and, since µi = 1/λi, to the smallest positive BLFs.
Within our assumption of having a load with fixed di-
rection it is physically meaningful to accout for posi-
tive eigenvalues only. However, the code of Appendix C
could be extended to handle more general loading con-
ditions by properly redefining the eigenvalue equation
and the combination of the sensitivity terms in (10) (see
e.g., Lund (2009)).

Finally, a difference with respect to top99neo is that
we need to recover the full K and G matrices (lines
118, 149) in order to get correct eigenpairs from eigs.
However, the cost of this operation is minor, and es-
sentially identical to the symmetrization operation in
top88 (Andreassen et al, 2011).

5 Examples

We present two examples, demonstrating the capabili-
ties of the code provided in Appendix C. We set E0 = 1,
Emin = 10−6, ν = 0.3 and we adopt the interpolations
(3) for all the following problems. The tests have been
run on a laptop equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM)

i7-5500U@2.40GHz CPU, 15GB of RAM and Matlab
2018b running in serial mode under Ubuntu 18.04.

5.1 BLF maximization of a compressed column

We consider the cantilever of Figure 3 (a) discretized by
Ωh = 480 × 240 elements. The load is spread over the
length b/Ly = 1/15 at the top and has total magnitude
|q| = 1 · 10−3. The rectangular area of 10× 20 elements
near the load constitutes P1 while P0 = ∅. The bound-
ary conditions and passive regions are implemented by
default in the code at lines 64-69, and we remark that
the uniform force density |Fi| = 0.625 is applied on the
interior nodes of b, whereas |Fi| = 0.3125 for the two
border nodes, for consistency.

We obtain the minimum volume design starting from
the fully solid domain (x = 1m) and for the maximum
allowed compliance c̄ = 2.5cx=1, where cx=1 is the ini-
tial compliance. Explicitly, we solve min

x∈[0,1]m
f(x̂)

s.t. gc(x̂) = FTu(x̂)/c− 1 ≤ 0
(28)

and we set p = 3, fixed throughout the optimization and
rmin = 4 elements for the density filter. The projection
parameters are η = 0.5, β = 2 and the continuation
scheme on β follows the rule cntBeta={150,12,25,2}.
The code in Appendix C is called as follows
topBuck250 (480 ,240 ,3 ,4 ,2 , ’N’ ,0.5 ,2 ,[0.1 ,0.7 ,1.2] ,
300 ,2 , penalG ,nEig ,pAgg ,{[ ’V’,’C’] ,2.5})

where penalG,nEig,pAgg can take any value, because
all the buckling-related operations are skipped.

The optimized design, shown in Figure 3 (a), has a
volume fraction f∗ ≈ 0.24 and meets the compliance
requirement (g∗c ≈ −1 · 10−7, thus the constraint is ac-
tive), but is clearly very prone to lateral buckling. In-
deed, we have λ1 ≈ 0.75, which means that this design
would buckle under the applied load magnitude.

Therefore, we reinforce the design by solving the
BLF maximization problem (13) with volume fraction
and compliance upper bounds f̄ = 0.25 and c̄ = 2.5c∗,
respectively, where c∗ = 8.57 · 10−6 is the compliance
attained by the minimum volume design. The lowest 12
BLFs are aggregated in the KS function, and the aggre-
gation parameter is set to ρ = 160, constant throughout
the process. Such a high value of the aggregation pa-
rameter is no harm to the numerical stability of the KS
function (8) (Raspanti et al, 2000), and is needed to
keep a good approximation, especially for the aggrega-
tion of constaints. The penalization and filter param-
eters are choosen as before, but now we adopt β = 6,
and the continuation on this parameter is changed to
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3: (a) Geometrical sketch for the compressed column example (leftmost), minimum volume design (center) and buckling
reinforced design (rightmost). The minimum volume design has a volume fraction f ≈ 0.24, compliance c∗ = 8.57 · 10−6 and BLF
λ1 = 0.75. The buckling design has volume fraction f = 0.25 (the volume constraint is tight), compliance ≈ 1.4c∗ and λ1 = 8.53.
(b) shows the evolution of the aggregated constraint (essentially coincident with gV ) and of the compliance constraint gc, plotted
against the left axis, and of the lowest four BLFs and the reciprocal of the KS function, plotted against the right axis

Fig. 4: Buckling-reinforced design corresponding to the compli-
ance upper bound c̄ = 1.05c∗ and volume fraction f̄ = 0.25 (see
Figure 3 for comparison). The final value attained by the fun-
damental BLF is λ1 = 5.28. The compliance constraint (black
dashed curve) now becomes closer to the volume one (black
dash-dotted curve), and contributes up to 40% to the KS ag-
gregated constrain value (black continuous curve)

betaCnt={400,24,25,2}. In this context, a higher β
parameter was chosen as a simple way to attenuate
the artificial buckling mode phenomenon (Neves et al,
2002). Further analyses on this topic, and the imple-
mentation of more advanced remedies are left to the
interested users.

Assuming that the minimum volume design has been
saved in the file ’IG.mat’, we call

topBuck250 (480 ,240 ,3 ,4 ,2 , ’N’ ,0.5 ,2 ,[0.1 ,0.7 ,1.2] ,
750 ,2 ,3 ,12 ,200 ,{[ ’B’,’C’,’V’] ,[2.5 ,0.25]})

The final design, shown in Figure 3 (a), carries over
10 times more load before buckling than the initial one

(λ1 increases from 0.75 to 8.53), and this comes at a
slight increase of volume (≈ 4%), and a stiffness reduc-
tion of about 30%; however, the compliance constraint
never becomes active. Figure 3 (b) shows the evolution
of the aggregated constraint, of the (inverse) objective
and of the lowest 4 BLFs. Due to the rather high ρ

value, the lower bound given by (JKS0 )−1 is a good ap-
proximation to λ1 in the whole optimization history.

Figure 4 shows the design obtained when reducing
the maximum allowed compliance to c̄ = 1.05c∗. The
compliance constraint now becomes much more impor-
tant, and contributes 30-45% to the overall constraint
sensitivity, thorughout the optimization. Because of the
tightened compliance constraint allowing less freedom
(Gao and Ma, 2015; Ferrari and Sigmund, 2019), the
fundamental BLF now attains only a lower value of
λ1 = 5.28.

Figure 4 and other tests we have performed indicate
that the simple OC scheme implemented in ocUpdate
can cope with the situation where both constraints be-
come very close. However, oscillations in the conver-
gence history may happen as the two constraints be-
come (almost) active, and this may hamper the robust-
ness of the update scheme, especially if the volume-
preserving projection is selected (ft=3), and high β val-
ues are used. In such cases, users are encouraged to shift
to more robust optimizers, such as the MMA (see Ap-
pendix B).

Concerning the computational cost, the whole op-
timization process (750 re-design steps) takes about
12, 900s (≈ 17.5s per iteration). Of this time, 85.4%
(≈ 11, 000s) is spent solving the eigenvalue problem,
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5.8% (≈ 750s) solving the linear equilibrium equations
and 1.1% (≈ 146.5s) solving the adjoint problem. All
the other operations are very cheap and, in particular,
the overall time fraction spent on the construction of
the stress stiffness matrix is 0.3% (≈ 48s) and that for
the sensitivity analysis is 5% (≈ 665.2s). The overall
time spent on the ocUpdate (see Appendix B) for up-
dating the design variables is 0.6% (≈ 78s).

The time spent on the state and adjoint analyses,
representing the vast majority of the overall one, can
be largely cut by using efficient multi-level solvers for
both linear and eigenvalue equations, and this would
make buckling optimization with the topBuck250 es-
sentially as efficient as multiple-load compliance opti-
mization (Ferrari and Sigmund, 2020b).

5.2 Wall-reinforcement problem

Figure 5 shows a wall with an opening (represented by
the passive void region P0). The outer frame of the
wall and of the opening are both surrounded by a solid
frame (P1) with thickness t = L/40, clamped at the
base. The outer frame alone represents a suitable load
transfer path for the applied load q, but would result
in a structure that is too compliant.

Therefore, the goal is to find the minimum weight
configuration of reinforcement material in the active do-
main A, starting from the full solid design (i.e. x = 1
on A, corresponding to a volume fraction of ≈ 0.76 of
the overall domain A∪P1∪P0). To do this, we refer to
problem (14), where c̄ is again set to 2.5 times the com-
pliance of the full design, and the BLF is kept above the
value λ, by applying the constraints gc and gλ of (15).

We set L = 1, Ωh = 320 × 320 and the load, uni-
formly distributed over the whole left edge, has total
magnitude |q| = 10−2. To implement this example we
only need to replace lines 64-70 with the following
fixedNodes = nodeNrs (end ,[1:9 ,120:128 ,257:265 ,313:321])
fixed =[2* fixedNodes ,2* fixedNodes -1];
lcDof =2* nodeNrs (1: end ,1) -1;
modF =1e -2/ Ly /( length ( lcDof ) -1);
F= fsparse (lcDof ,1,modF ,[ nDof ,1]);
[F( lcDof (1)),F( lcDof (end))]= deal(F( lcDof (1))/2,F( lcDof (end))/2);
a1= elNrs (1: nely /40 ,:);
a2= elNrs (: ,[1: nelx /40 ,end -nelx /40+1: end ]);
a3= elNrs (2* nely /5: end ,2* nelx /5: end -nelx /5);
a4= elNrs (2* nely /5- nely /40: end ,2* nelx /5- nelx /40:2* nelx /5 -1);
a5= elNrs (2* nely /5- nely /40: end ,end -nelx /5+1: end -nelx /5+ nelx /40);
a6= elNrs (2* nely /5- nely /40:2* nely /5 -1 ,2* nelx /5: end -nelx /5);
[pasS ,pasV ]= deal( unique ([ a1 (:);a2 (:);a4 (:);a5 (:);a6 (:) ]) , a3 (:));

The other parameters for the optimization are cho-
sen as follows: pK and pG are increased from 3 to 6, both
according to the continuation scheme {25,6,25,0.25},
η = 0.5 and β is increased from 2 to 12 according to the
continuation scheme betaIncrease={325,12,25,2}. The
density filter radius is rmin = 3 and the lowest 12 BLFs
are aggregated in the KS function, with ρ = 160.

Fig. 5: Geometrical setup for the wall reinforcement problem
(top), minimum volume design obtained with the compliance
constraint alone (middle row) and with a lower bound λ = 1.05
on the BLF (bottom row). Plots on the right column show the
distribution of the minimum principal stresses σII

The middle row of Figure 5 shows the optimized
design obtained by calling the code in Appendix C as

topBuck250 (320 ,320 ,3 ,3 ,2 , ’N’ ,0.5 ,2 ,[0.1 ,0.7 ,1.2] ,
500 ,1 , penalG ,nEig ,pAgg ,{[ ’V’,’C’] ,2.5})

thus, without the buckling constraint (λ = 0). For this
design, the compliance constraint is tight (g∗c ≈ 10−9)
and the volume fraction attains the value f∗ = 0.245.

The reinforcement material is concentrated in the
lower left part of the structure, assuming a configura-
tion that vaguely resembles that of an optimized can-
tilever for a tip load. Elsewhere, the reinforcement ma-
terial is organized in slender bars. This design is clearly
not effective against buckling, as can be seen from the
distribution of the minimum principal stresses (σII) in
the rightmost plot of Figure 5. From this plot we ac-
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Fig. 6: The lowest three buckling modes (ϕi) for the wall re-
inforced design, obtained without (top row) and with (bottom
row) the buckling constraint. The colorscale (blue to red) fol-
lows the logarithm of the strain energy density (low to high)

knowledge that some thin bars are subject to relatively
high compression, and from Figure 6 we see that they
are indeed undergoing localized buckling. The funda-
mental BLF is λ1 = 3.15 for the initial, solid structure
and λ1 = 0.15 for the minimum volume design. There-
fore, this latter is of little practical use.

To obtain a more realistic design, we solve again the
optimization problem imposing the lower bound λ =
1.05 to the BLF, calling the routine by
topBuck250 (320 ,320 ,3 ,3 ,2 , ’N’ ,0.5 ,2 ,[0.1 ,0.7 ,1.2] ,
500 ,1 ,3 ,12 ,160 ,{[ ’V’,’C’,’B’] ,[2.5 ,1.05]})

and the continuation on pG is identical to that on pK .
We obtain the design shown in the bottom row of

Figure 5, having a volume fraction f∗ = 0.33 and ful-
filling both constraints. The minimum principal stress
(σII) plot shows that the thinnest bars are now sub-
jected to tension only, whereas compressed parts have
a more organic, frame-like configuration. By comparing
the distribution of the compressive stresses with the
lowest three buckling modes depicted in Figure 6, we
observe that now buckling is triggered by a deforma-
tion in the outer frame, and this endows the structure
with a much better overall behavior.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a compact Matlab implementation
that allows for solution of buckling TO problems on a
laptop, up to a scale that is limited only by the solution
of the eigenvalue problem, which is now absorbing the
vast majority of the CPU time. The setup of the stress
stiffness matrix and the sensitivity analysis of the buck-
ling load factor are made very cheap by rethinking their

standard construction and using a fully vectorized im-
plementation. Otherwise, these operations alone would
make solution of the problem in Matlab very slow.

The code provided in Appendix C can be imme-
diately used to solve problems for the maximization
of the buckling load factor with compliance and vol-
ume constraints, and for the minimization of volume
with buckling and compliance constraints. The basic
TO problems of volume constrained compliance mini-
mization and vice versa can also be run avoiding all the
buckling related operations; thus obtaining a code with
the same efficiency as top99neo. However, the code can
easily be extended to more general problems involving
these three criteria, and to implement more advance for-
mulations and solution methods. As an example, meth-
ods to deal with the artificial modes phenomenon, here
overlooked, can easily be implemented. Also, precondi-
tioned eigensolvers (Dunning et al, 2016) and multilevel
methods (Ferrari and Sigmund, 2020b) are easy to im-
plement in the present code, to alleviate the burden of
the eigenvalue solution. Finally, we point out that other
problems that involve element-wise operations, such as
non-linear elasticity or orientation dependent material
properties, may be effectively reformulated with a strat-
egy similar to what is described here.

Therefore, we believe that the present code can be
a helpful contribution to researchers and practitioners
who aim at solving TO problems with buckling criteria
in Matlab, and provide food for thought to anyone seek-
ing efficient implementations of potentially time con-
suming problems in FE analysis and TO.
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A Notes

Let Xe = [xei , yei ]ki=1 be the array collecting the coordinates of a
k-noded element andN(ξ, ζ) = [N1(ξ, ζ), N2(ξ, ζ), . . . , Nk(ξ, ζ)]
be the array collecting the shape functions, where (ξ, ζ) are
the logical coordinates (Bathe, 1982). The (x, y)-gradient of the
shape functions is computed as ∇(x,y)N = J−1∇(ξ,ζ)N , where
the (ξ, ζ)-gradient and Jacobian are

∇(ξ,ζ)N =
[
∂ξN1, . . . , ∂ξNk
∂ζN1, . . . , ∂ζNk

]
J(ξ, η) =

[∑
k
∂ξNkxk

∑
k
∂ξNkyk∑

k
∂ζNkxk

∑
k
∂ζNkyk

]
= ∇(ξ,ζ)NX

e

(29)

The discretized deformation gradient (B1) and strain-displacement
operator (B0) are then recovered as

B1 =
[
∇(x,y)N ⊗ [1, 0]T
∇(x,y)N ⊗ [0, 1]T

]
B0 = L(∇(x,y)N ⊗ I2)

(30)

where L is the placement matrix (here shown for a Q4 element)

L =

[
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0

]
and I2 is the identity matrix of order 2.

The operations above have a remarkably compact imple-
mentation in the code of Appendix C, for the particular case of
a Q4 element (see lines extracted below).

lMat= zeros (3 ,4);lMat (1 ,1) =1; lMat (2 ,4) =1; lMat (3 ,2:3)
=1;

dN=@(xi ,zi) 0.25*[ zi -1,1-zi ,1+zi ,-1-zi;xi -1,-1-xi ,1+
xi ,1-xi ];

gradN =( dN(xi ,zi)*xe)/dN(xi ,zi)
B0=@( gradN ) lMat*kron(gradN ,eye (2))
B1 =[ kron(gradN ,[1 ,0]);kron(gradN ,[0 ,1])]

The instructions above could be further simplified, since
we are considering a uniform discretization (i.e. J is constant).
However, the current definition is general enough to be easily
extended to higher order elements by only modifying the defi-
nition of dN.
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B Details on the re-design rule and on the KS aggregation function

Let us have the two sets of functions {g0(i)(x)}i=1...,q and {gj(x)}j=1...,s and the following optimization problem{
min

x∈[0,1]m
max

i=1,...,q
g0(i)(x)

s.t. gj (x) ≤ 0 , j = 1, . . . , s
(31)

We replace JKS0 (x) := JKS [g0(i) (x)] to the “max” operator in the objective, and JKS1 (x) := JKS [gj (x)] to the set of
constraints, obtaining the single objective, single constraint problem{

min
x∈[0,1]m

JKS0 (x)

s.t. JKS1 (x) ≤ 0
(32)

which is analogous to (13). At the current design point (xk = ξ) the objective and constraint functions are expanded in terms of
intervening variables ye(xe), e = 1, . . .m, each selected such to build a convex approximation. Choosing an MMA-like form for the
intervening variables (Svanberg, 1987), the objective (i = 0) and constraint (i = 1) are expanded as

JKSi (x) ≈ JKSi (ξ) +
m∑
e=1

[
(Ue − ξe)2pie(ξ)

( 1
Ue − xe

− 1
Ue − ξe

)
− (ξe − Le)2qie(ξ)

( 1
xe − Le

− 1
ξe − Le

)]
JKSi (ξ)−

m∑
e=1

[
(Ue − ξe)pie(ξ)− (ξe − Le)qie(ξ)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ĴKS
i

(ξ)

+
m∑
e=1

[
(Ue − ξe)2pie(ξ)

Ue − xe
− (ξe − Le)2qie(ξ)

xe − Le

]

= ĴKSi (ξ) +
m∑
e=1

[
(Ue − ξe)2pie(ξ)

Ue − xe
− (ξe − Le)2qie(ξ)

xe − Le

]
(33)

where pie(ξ) = max{∂eJKSi (ξ), 0} ≥ 0 and qie(ξ) = min{∂eJKSi (ξ), 0} ≤ 0 and (Le, Ue), e = 1, . . . ,m are the moving
asymptotes, such that Le < (xe, ξe) < Ue.

Once (33) is substituted into (32), the Lagrangian of the problem reads

`(x, λ) = ĴKS0 (ξ) + κĴKS1 (ξ) +
m∑
e=1

[
(Ue − ξe)2(p0

e(ξ) + κp1
e(ξ))

Ue − xe
− (ξe − Le)2(q0

e(ξ) + κq1
e(ξ))

xe − Le

]
(34)

where κ ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier. The stationarity condition of the Lagrangian with respect to xe

∂e`(x, λ) = (Ue − ξe)2(p0
e(ξ) + κp1

e(ξ))
(Ue − xe)2 + (ξe − Le)2(q0

e(ξ) + κq1
e(ξ))

(xe − Le)2 = 0 (35)

can be solved explicitly, giving the primal update map

xe(κ) = max

{
δ−,min

{
δ+,

Le(Ue − ξe)
√
p0
e(ξ) + κp1

e(ξ) + Ue(ξe − Le)
√
−q0

e(ξ)− κq1
e(ξ)

(Ue − ξe)
√
p0
e(ξ) + κp1

e(ξ) + (ξe − Le)
√
−q0

e(ξ)− κq1
e(ξ)

}}
(36)

where 0 < δ− < δ+ < 1 are the adaptive move limits, depending on the asymptotes and we have highlighted the dependence on
the dual variable κ. This latter can be computed from the following equation, obtained by formally substituting (36) into (34) and
imposing stationarity with respect to κ

ψ(κ) = ĴKS1 (ξ) +
m∑
e=1

[
(Ue − ξe)2p1

e(ξ)
Ue − xe(κ) − (ξe − Le)2q1

e(ξ)
xe(κ)− Le

]
= 0 (37)

The re-design procedure is implemented in the routine ocUpdate, listed at the bottom of this Section. The input parame-
ters are the current re-design step (loop), the current design point, objective sensitivity, constraint value and sensitivity (xT,
dg0, g1, dg1), the design variables at the two previous iterations (xOld, xOld1), and the current asymptotes (as). The input
ocPar=[move,asReduce,asRelax] collects the steplenght (move) and the two numbers used for tightening and relaxing the asymp-
totes according to the smootheness of the optimization history (asReduce,asRelax).

The evolution of the asymptotes and their link with the adaptive bounds δ− and δ+ (called xL and xU) are conceptually identical
to that suggested by Svanberg (1987) (see lines 4-13). Following Guest et al (2011) we allow the tightening of the initial asymptotes
to accomodate large β values, by passing this parameter to the ocUpdate routine. The user can also reset the asymptotes whenever
continuation is applied on the penalization and projection parameters, by passing the additional variable restartAsy.

The primal update (36) and stationarity condition (37) are defined on lines 20-23, based on the positive variables p0, q0, p1
and q1, representing (Ue− ξe)2pie and −(ξe−Le)2qie, i = 0, 1, respectively (lines 17-18). The dual variable κ, is computed between
lines 26-33 accounting for three possible situations: given the search window [0, κ̄] (e.g. κ̄ = 106)
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1. If ψ(0)ψ(κ̄) < 0→ the Lagrange multiplier is within (0, κ̄), and we compute it by the built-in Matlab function fzero, applying
a version of the Brent’s algorithm (Brent, 1973) (lines 27-28);

2. ψ(0) < 0→ the constraint is not active within the current local expansion. Thus, we set κ = 0 and xe = xe(0) (line 30);
3. ψ(κ̄) > 0 → the constraint cannot be fulfilled within the current local expansion (i.e. we cannot find a feasible solution). In

this case, we set κ = κ̄ and xe = xe(κ̄) (line 32);
We stress that the present update rule can still be interpreted as an “OC-like” scheme since, for the simple case of a single

constraint we are concerned with, the primal map (36) can be written out explicitly.
In our testing we have generally observed good behavior of this update rule. However, we acknowledge that the rather heuristic

update for the special cases 2. and 3. may lead to oscillations in the convergence history, or even breakdowns. Since a robust
optimizer is beyond the reach of a 35-lines optimization routine and beyond the purpose of this paper, the users who might face
bad behavior of the ocUpdate are recommended to replace it with the MMA. As an example, considering the classic Matlab version
of the MMA “mmasub” (Svanberg, 2007), the buckling maximization problem, with compliance and volume constraint can be solved
by replacing lines 224-226 with the following

1 if loop ==1 , xOld=x(act); xOld1 =xOld; low =[]; upp =[]; end
2 [xMMA ,yy ,zmma ,lmid ,xi ,eeta ,muu ,zet ,s1 ,low ,upp ]= mmasub_new (1, length (act),loop ,x(act),max(x(act)-ocPar (1) ,0) ,...
3 min(x(act)+ ocPar (1) ,1),xOld ,xOld1 ,g0 ,dg0(act) ,0.,g1 ,dg1(act) ’,0,low ,upp ,a0MMA ,aMMA ,ccMMA ,ddMMA ,beta , restartAs )
4 xOld1 = xOld; xOld = x(act); x(act) = xMMA;

if the user still wants to consider a single, KS aggregated constraint. Alternatively, the following call

1 if loop ==1 , xOld=x(act); xOld1 =xOld; low =[]; upp =[]; end
2 [xMMA ,yy ,zmma ,lmid ,xi ,eeta ,muu ,zet ,s1 ,low ,upp ]= mmasub_new (2, length (act),loop ,x(act),max(x(act)-ocPar (1) ,0) ,...
3 min(x(act)+ ocPar (1) ,1),xOld ,xOld1 ,g0 ,dg0(act) ,0.,g1Vec ,[ dg1c(act) ’;dg1V(act) ’],0,low ,upp ,a0MMA ,aMMA ,ccMMA ,...
4 ddMMA ,beta , restartAs )
5 xOld1 = xOld; xOld = x(act); x( act ) = xMMA;

can be used for treating the two constraints separately. The parameters a0MMA,aMMA,ccMMA and ddMMA can be selected as recom-
mended in (Svanberg, 2007).

1 function [x,as ,lmid ]= ocUpdate (loop ,xT ,dg0 ,g1 ,dg1 ,ocPar ,xOld ,xOld1 ,as ,beta)
2 % -------------------------------- definition of asymptotes and move limits
3 [xU ,xL] = deal(min(xT+ ocPar (1) ,1), max(xT - ocPar (1) ,0));
4 if (loop <2.5 || restartAsy ==1)
5 as = xT +[ -0.5 ,0.5].*(xU -xL)./( beta +1);
6 else
7 tmp = (xT -xOld).*( xOld - xOld1 );
8 gm = ones( length (xT) ,1);
9 [gm(tmp >0) , gm(tmp <0)] = deal( ocPar (3) ,ocPar (2));

10 as = xT + gm .* [-(xOld -as (: ,1)) ,(as (: ,2) -xOld)];
11 end
12 xL = max (0.9* as (: ,1) +0.1* xT ,xL); % adaptive lower bound
13 xU = min (0.9* as (: ,2) +0.1* xT ,xU); % adaptive upper bound
14 % ----- split (+) and (-) parts of the objective and constraint derivatives
15 p0_0 = (dg0 >0) .* dg0; q0_0 = (dg0 <0) .* dg0;
16 p1_0 = (dg1 >0) .* dg1; q1_0 = (dg1 <0) .* dg1;
17 [p0 ,q0] = deal(p0_0 .*( as (: ,2) -xT).^2,- q0_0 .*(xT -as (: ,1)).^2);
18 [p1 ,q1] = deal(p1_0 .*( as (: ,2) -xT).^2,- q1_0 .*(xT -as (: ,1)).^2);
19 % ---------------------- define the primal projection map and dual function
20 primalProj = @(lm) min(xU ,max(xL ,( sqrt(p0+lm*p1).* as (: ,1)+sqrt(q0+lm*q1).* as (: ,2))...
21 ./( sqrt(p0+lm*p1)+sqrt(q0+lm*q1))));
22 psiDual = @(lm) g1 - ( (as (: ,2) -xT) ’*p1_0 - (xT -as (: ,1)) ’*q1_0 ) + ...
23 sum(p1 ./( max(as (: ,2) -primalProj (lm) ,1e -12)) + q1 ./( max( primalProj (lm)-as (: ,1) ,1e -12)));
24 % ----------------------- compute the Lagrange multiplier through bisection
25 lmUp = 1e6; x = xT; lmid = -1;
26 if psiDual ( 0 ) * psiDual ( lmUp ) < 0 % check if LM is within the interval
27 lmid = fzero ( psiDual , [ 0, lmUp ] );
28 x = primalProj ( lmid ); % update desing variables
29 elseif psiDual (0) < 0 % constraint cannot be active
30 lmid =0; x= primalProj (lmid);
31 elseif psiDual ( lmUp ) > 0 % constraint cannot be fulfilled
32 lmid=lmUp; x= primalProj (lmid);
33 end
34 end

B.1 Some properties of the KS function

Given the set of functions {gi(x)}i=1...,q, where each gi : Rm → R is not necessarily smooth, we can build the smooth Kreisselmeier-
Steinhauser (KS) aggregation function (Kreisselmeier and Steinhauser, 1979)

JKS [gi](x) = g∗(x) + 1
ρ

ln

(
q∑
i=1

eρ(gi(x)−g∗(x))

)
(38)
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depending on the parameter ρ ∈ [1,∞) and where g∗(x) = maxi=1,...,q{gi(x)}. Equation 38 is a convex function if and only if all
its arguments gi, i = 1, . . . , q are convex and fulfills g∗(x) ≤ JKS [gi](x) ≤ g∗(x) + ln(ρ−1qa), where the right inequality is tight at
points where qa functions simultaneously attain the maximum value (Wrenn, 1989; Raspanti et al, 2000).

With the aggregation of several constraint functions in mind, the following considerations are in order. At a given point x, if
all gi(x) > 0, then g∗(x) > 0 and (gi − g∗)(x) ≤ 0 for all i. If all gi(x) < 0, then g∗(x) < 0 and (gi − g∗)(x) ≤ 0 for all i. In
both cases JKS [gi](x) ≥ g∗(x) and, if all the terms are negative this means that JKS [gi](x) is closer to zero than all gi(x). Thus
it gives an upper bound to the constraint that is closer to become active. The interesting case is when some gi(x) > 0 and some
other gj(x) < 0. Obviously, g∗(x) > 0 and JKS [gi](x) gives an upper bound to the positive maximum; in other words, to the most
violated constraint.

C Matlab code

1 function topBuck250 (nelx ,nely ,penalK ,rmin ,ft ,ftBC ,eta ,beta ,ocPar ,maxit ,Lx ,penalG ,nEig ,pAgg ,prSel ,x0)
2 % ---------------------------- PRE. 1) MATERIAL AND CONTINUATION PARAMETERS
3 [E0 ,Emin ,nu] = deal (1 ,1e -6 ,0.3); % Young ’s moduli & Poisson ’s ratio
4 penalCntK = {25 ,1 ,25 ,0.25}; % continuation scheme on K- penal
5 penalCntG = {25 ,1 ,25 ,0.25}; % " " on G- penal
6 betaCnt = { 400 ,24 ,25 ,2}; % " " on beta
7 pAggCnt = { 2e5 ,1 ,25 ,2}; % " " on the KS aggregation factor
8 cnt = @(v,vCn ,l) v+(l >= vCn {1}) .*(v<vCn {2}) .*( mod(l,vCn {3}) ==0) .* vCn {4}; % function applying continuation
9 if prSel {1}(1) == ’V’, volfrac = 1.0; else , volfrac = prSel {2}( end); end % initialize volume fraction

10 % ----------------------------------------- PRE. 2) DISCRETIZATION FEATURES
11 Ly = nely/nelx*Lx; % recover Ly from aspect ratio
12 nEl = nelx*nely; % number of elements
13 elNrs = reshape (1: nEl ,nely ,nelx); % element numbering
14 nodeNrs = int32 ( reshape (1:(1+ nely)*(1+ nelx) ,1+nely ,1+ nelx)); % node numbering ( int32 )
15 cMat = reshape (2* nodeNrs (1: end -1 ,1:end -1) +1,nEl ,1)+ int32 ([0 ,1 ,2* nely +[2 ,3 ,0 ,1] , -2 , -1]);% connectivity matrix
16 nDof = (1+ nely)*(1+ nelx)*2; % total number of DOFs
17 % ---------------------------------------------- elemental stiffness matrix
18 c1 = [12;3; -6; -3; -6; -3;0;3;12;3;0; -3; -6; -3; -6;12; -3;0; -3; -6;3;12;3;...
19 -6;3; -6;12;3; -6; -3;12;3;0;12; -3;12];
20 c2 = [ -4;3; -2;9;2; -3;4; -9; -4; -9;4; -3;2;9; -2; -4; -3;4;9;2;3; -4; -9; -2;...
21 3;2; -4;3; -2;9; -4; -9;4; -4; -3; -4];
22 Ke = 1/(1 - nu ^2) /24*( c1+nu .* c2); % lower symmetric part of Ke
23 Ke0(tril(ones (8))==1) = Ke ’;
24 Ke0 = reshape (Ke0 ,8 ,8);
25 Ke0 = Ke0+Ke0 ’-diag(diag(Ke0)); % recover full elemental matrix
26 [sI ,sII] = deal ([]);
27 for j = 1:8 % build assembly indices for the lower symmetric part of K
28 sI = cat (2,sI ,j:8);
29 sII = cat (2,sII , repmat (j,1,8-j+1));
30 end
31 [iK ,jK] = deal(cMat (:,sI)’,cMat (:, sII) ’);
32 Iar = sort ([ iK (:) ,jK (:)],2,’descend ’); % indices for K assembly
33 if any( prSel {1}== ’B’) % >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> PERFORM ONLY IF BUCKLING IS ACTIVE #B#
34 Cmat0 = [1,nu ,0;nu ,1 ,0;0 ,0 ,(1 - nu)/2]/(1 - nu ^2); % non - dimensional elasticity matrix
35 xiG = sqrt (1/3) *[ -1 ,1]; etaG = xiG; wxi = [1 ,1]; weta = wxi; % Gauss nodes and weights
36 xe = [ -1 , -1;1 , -1;1 ,1; -1 ,1].* Lx/nelx /2; % dimensions of the elements
37 lMat = zeros (3, 4); lMat (1, 1) = 1; lMat (2, 4) = 1; lMat (3, 2:3) = 1; % placement matrix
38 dN = @(xi ,zi) 0.25*[ zi -1,1-zi ,1+zi ,-1-zi; xi -1,-1-xi ,1+xi ,1-xi ]; % shape funct . logical derivatives
39 B0 = @( gradN ) lMat * kron(gradN ,eye (2)); % strain - displacement matrix
40 [indM , t2ind ] = deal ([1 ,3 ,5 ,7 ,16 ,18 ,20 ,27 ,29 ,34] ,[ 2,3,4,6,7,9 ]); % auxiliary set of indices (1)
41 [iG ,jG] = deal(iK(indM ,:) ,jK(indM ,:)); % indexing of unique G coefficients
42 IkG = sort ([ iG (:) , jG (:)],2,’descend ’); % indexing G entries ( lower half)
43 [a1 ,a2 ]= deal( reshape (IkG (: ,2) ,10, nEl)’, reshape (IkG (: ,1) ,10, nEl) ’); % auxiliary set of indices (2)
44 dZdu = zeros (10 ,8); % build U- derivative of matrix G
45 for ii = 1 : 8 % loop on the displacement components
46 tt = 0; Uvec = zeros (8 ,1); Uvec(ii ,1) = 1; % set a single displ . component
47 se = Cmat0 *B0 (( dN (0 ,0)*xe)\dN (0 ,0))*Uvec; % stresses at the element center
48 for j = 1 : length (xiG)
49 for k = 1 : length (etaG)
50 xi = xiG(j); zi = etaG(k); % current integration points
51 w = wxi(j)*weta(k)*det(dN(xi ,zi)*xe); % current integration weight
52 gradN = (dN(xi ,zi)*xe)\dN(xi ,zi); % shape funct . physical derivatives
53 B1 = [kron(gradN ,[1 ,0]); kron(gradN ,[0 ,1]) ]; % deformation gradient
54 tt = tt +(B1 ’* kron(eye (2) ,[se (1) ,se (3);se (3) ,se (2) ])*B1)*w; % current contribution to dG/du_i
55 end
56 end
57 dZdu (:,ii) = tt ([1 ,3 ,5 ,7 ,19 ,21 ,23 ,37 ,39 ,55]) ’; % extract independent coefficients
58 end
59 dZdu(t2ind ,:) = 2* dZdu(t2ind ,:); % x2 columns for v-m-v product
60 fKS = @(p,v)max(v)+log(sum(exp(p*(v-max(v)))))/p; % KS aggregation function
61 dKS = @(p,v,dv)sum(exp(p.*(v-max(v))) ’.*dv ,2) ./ sum(exp(p.*(v-max(v))));% derivative of the KS function
62 end % <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< #B#
63 % ----------------------------- PRE. 3) LOADS , SUPPORTS AND PASSIVE DOMAINS
64 fixed = 1:2*( nely +1); % restrained DOFs ( cantilever )
65 lcDof = 2* nodeNrs (nely /2+1+[ -8:8] , end) -1; % loaded DOFs
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66 modF = 1e -3/ Ly /( length ( lcDof ) -1); % modulus of the force density
67 F = fsparse (lcDof ,1,-modF ,[ nDof ,1]); % define load vector
68 [F( lcDof (1)),F( lcDof (end))] = deal(F( lcDof (1))/2,F( lcDof (end))/2); % consistent load on end nodes
69 [pasS ,pasV] = deal( elNrs (nely /2+[ -9:10] , end -9: end) ,[]); % define passive domains
70 free = setdiff (1: nDof , fixed ); % set of free DOFs
71 act = setdiff ((1: nEl)’,union (pasS (:) ,pasV (:))); % set of active design variables
72 % ------------------------- PRE. 4) PREPARE FILTER AND PROJECTION OPERATORS
73 if ftBC == ’N’, bcF = ’symmetric ’; else , bcF = 0; end % select filter BC
74 [dy ,dx] = meshgrid (-ceil(rmin)+1: ceil(rmin) -1,-ceil(rmin)+1: ceil(rmin) -1);
75 h = max (0,rmin -sqrt(dx .^2+ dy .^2)); % convolution kernel
76 Hs = imfilter (ones(nely ,nelx),h,bcF); % matrix of weights
77 dHs = Hs;
78 prj = @(v,eta ,beta) (tanh(beta*eta)+tanh(beta *(v(:) -eta))) ./...
79 (tanh(beta*eta)+tanh(beta *(1 - eta))); % relaxed Heaviside projection
80 deta = @(v,eta ,beta) -beta*csch(beta).* sech(beta *(v(:) -eta)).^2 .* ...
81 sinh(v(:)*beta).* sinh ((1 -v(:))*beta); % projection eta - derivative
82 dprj = @(v,eta ,beta) beta *(1 - tanh(beta *(v-eta)).^2) ./...
83 (tanh(beta*eta)+tanh(beta *(1 - eta))); % projection x- derivative
84 % ------------------------ PRE. 5) ALLOCATE AND INITIALIZE OTHER PARAMETERS
85 [x,dsK ,dsG ,dmKS ,dV] = deal( zeros (nEl ,1)); % initialize vectors of size nElx1
86 [phiDKphi ,phiDGphi ,adj] = deal( zeros (nEl ,nEig)); % " " of size nElxnEig
87 U = zeros (nDof ,1); phi = zeros (nDof ,nEig); adjL = phi; adjV = phi; % " " of size nDofx1 & nDofxnEig
88 dV(act ,1) = 1/ nEl; % derivative of volume fraction
89 [xpOld ,loop ,restartAs ,ch ,plotL ,plotR , muVec ] = deal (0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,[] ,[] ,[]); % misc array & parameters
90 if nargin > 15
91 load(x0); x = xInitial ; % initialize design from saved data
92 else
93 x(act) = ( volfrac *(nEl - length (pasV))-length (pasS))/ length (act); % volume fraction on " active " set
94 x(pasS) = 1; % set x=1 on " passive solid " set
95 end
96 xPhys = x; clear iK jK iG jG dx dy; % initialize xPhys and free memory
97 %% ________________________________________________ START OPTIMIZATION LOOP
98 while loop < maxit && ch > 1e -6
99 loop = loop +1; % update iteration counter

100 % --------------------------------- RL. 1) COMPUTE PHYSICAL DENSITY FIELD
101 xTilde = imfilter ( reshape (x,nely ,nelx),h,bcF)./ Hs; % compute filtered field
102 xPhys (act) = xTilde (act); % modify active elements only
103 if ft > 1 % apply projection
104 f = (mean(prj(xPhys ,eta ,beta))-volfrac )*( ft ==3); % function ( volume of x- projected )
105 while abs(f) > 1e -6 && prSel {1}(1) ~= ’V’ % Newton loop for finding opt. eta
106 eta = eta -f/mean(deta( xPhys (:) ,eta ,beta));
107 f = mean(prj(xPhys ,eta ,beta))-volfrac ;
108 end
109 dHs = Hs ./ reshape (dprj(xPhys ,eta ,beta),nely ,nelx); % modification of the sensitivity
110 xPhys = prj(xPhys ,eta ,beta); % compute projected field
111 end
112 ch = max(abs(xPhys - xpOld )); xpOld = xPhys ;
113 % -------------------------- RL. 2) SETUP AND SOLVE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
114 sK = (Emin+ xPhys .^ penalK *(E0 -Emin)); % stiffness interpolation
115 dsK(act) = penalK *(E0 -Emin)* xPhys (act).^( penalK -1); % derivative of " "
116 sK = reshape (Ke (:)*sK ’, length (Ke)*nEl ,1);
117 K = fsparse (Iar (: ,1) ,Iar (: ,2) ,sK ,[ nDof ,nDof ]); % assemble stiffness matrix
118 K = K+K’-diag(diag(K)); % symmetrization of K
119 dK = decomposition (K(free ,free),’chol ’,’lower ’); % decompose K and store factor
120 U(free) = dK \ F(free); % solve equilibrium system
121 dc = -dsK .* sum ((U(cMat)*Ke0).*U(cMat) ,2); % compute compliance sensitivity
122 if any( prSel {1}== ’B’) % >>>>>>>>>>>>>> PERFORM ONLY IF BUCKLING IS ACTIVE #B#
123 % ---------------------------------- RL. 3) BUILD STRESS STIFFNESS MATRIX
124 sGP = ( Cmat0 *B0 (( dN (0 ,0)*xe)\dN (0 ,0))*U(cMat) ’) ’; % stresses at elements centroids
125 Z = zeros (nEl ,10); % allocate array for compact storage of Ge coeff .
126 for j = 1: length (xiG) % loop over quadrature points
127 for k = 1: length (etaG)
128 % ---------------------------- current integration point and weight
129 xi = xiG(j); zi = etaG(k); w = wxi(j)*weta(k)*det(dN(xi ,zi)*xe);
130 % - reduced represenation of strain - displacement matrix (see paper )
131 gradN = (dN(xi ,zi)*xe)\dN(xi ,zi); % shape funct . physical derivatives
132 a = gradN (1 ,:); b = gradN (2 ,:); B = zeros (3 ,10);
133 l = [1 ,1;2 ,1;3 ,1;4 ,1;2 ,2;3 ,2;4 ,2;3 ,3;4 ,3;4 ,4];
134 for jj = 1:10
135 B(:,jj) = [a(l(jj ,1))*a(l(jj ,2)); ...
136 b(l(jj ,1))*b(l(jj ,2)); ...
137 b(l(jj ,2))*a(l(jj ,1))+b(l(jj ,1))*a(l(jj ,2))];
138 end
139 % ----------- current contribution to ( unique ~= 0) elements of keG
140 Z = Z+sGP*B*w;
141 end
142 end
143 sG0 = E0* xPhys .^ penalG ; % stress interpolation
144 dsG(act) = penalG *E0* xPhys (act).^( penalG -1); % derivative of " "
145 sG = reshape (( sG0 .*Z) ’,10*nEl ,1);
146 G = fsparse (IkG (: ,1)+1, IkG (: ,2)+1,sG ,[ nDof ,nDof ]) +...
147 fsparse (IkG (: ,1) , IkG (: ,2) , sG ,[ nDof ,nDof ]); % assemble global G matrix
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148 G = G+G’-diag(diag(G)); % symmetrization of G
149 % ------------------------------ RL. 4) SOLVE BUCKLING EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
150 matFun = @(x) dK \(G(free ,free)*x); % matrix action function
151 [eivecs ,D] = eigs(matFun , length (free),nEig +4,’sa ’); % compute eigenvalues
152 [mu ,ii] = sort(diag(-D),’descend ’); % sorting of eigenvalues (mu=-D(i))
153 eivSort = eivecs (:,ii (1: nEig)); % sort eigenvectors accordingly
154 phi(free ,:) = eivSort ./ sqrt(diag(eivSort ’*K(free ,free)* eivSort ) ’); % orthonormalize (phi ’*K*phi =1)
155 % ----------------------------------- RL. 5) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF BLFs
156 dkeG = dsG .*Z; % x- derivative of Ge
157 dkeG (:, t2ind ) = 2* dkeG (:, t2ind ); % x2 columns for v-m-v product
158 for j = 1: nEig % loop on the eigenvalues included in the optimization
159 % 1) ------ Term due to the elastic stiffness matrix (phi ’* dK/dx*phi)
160 t = phi (:,j);
161 phiDKphi (:,j) = dsK .* sum ((t(cMat)*Ke0).*t(cMat) ,2);
162 % 2) -------------- Term due to the geometric matrix (phi ’* dG/dx*phi)
163 p = t(a1).*t(a2)+t(a1 +1) .*t(a2 +1);
164 phiDGphi (:,j) = sum(dkeG .*p ,2);
165 % 3) ----------------------------------------- Setup of adjoint loads
166 tmp = zeros (nDof ,1);
167 for k = 1:8 % contribution of each term dKg/du_i , i=1: nD
168 tmp(cMat (:,k)) = tmp(cMat (:,k))+( sG0 .*p)*dZdu (:,k);
169 end
170 adjL (:,j) = tmp;
171 end
172 % ----------- solve the adjoint problem and compute the term (U ’* dK/dx*V)
173 adjV(free ,:) = dK \ adjL(free ,:); % use the stored K factor
174 for j = 1 : nEig
175 vv = adjV (:,j);
176 adj (:,j) = dsK .* sum ((U(cMat)*Ke0).* vv(cMat) ,2);
177 end
178 % --------------- overall sensitivity expression for the "mu" eigenvalues
179 dmu = -( phiDGphi +mu (1: nEig ) ’.* phiDKphi -adj);
180 end % <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
181 % ---------------------- RL. 6) SELECT OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND CONSTRAINTS
182 if loop ==1 , c0=F ’*U; v0=mean( xPhys (:)); end % initial compliance & volume fraction
183 switch prSel {1} % select optimization problem to solve
184 case [’C’,’V’] % minimize compliance with volume constraint
185 g0 = F ’*U/c0;
186 dg0 = imfilter ( reshape (dc/c0 ,nely ,nelx)./dHs ,h,bcF);
187 g1 = mean( xPhys (:))/volfrac -1;
188 dg1 = imfilter ( reshape (dV/volfrac ,nely ,nelx)./dHs ,h,bcF);
189 case [’V’,’C’] % minimize volume with compliance constraint
190 g0 = mean( xPhys (:))./ v0;
191 dg0 = imfilter ( reshape (dV/v0 ,nely ,nelx)./dHs ,h,bcF);
192 g1 = (F ’*U)/( prSel {2}* c0) -1;
193 dg1 = imfilter ( reshape (dc /( prSel {2}* c0),nely ,nelx)./dHs ,h,bcF);
194 case [’B’,’C’,’V’]% maximize BLF with compliance & volume constraints (Eq. 13 paper )
195 if loop ==1 , muKS0 =fKS(pAgg ,mu (1: nEig)); g0 =1; cMax= prSel {2}(1) ;
196 else , g0=fKS(pAgg ,mu (1: nEig))/ muKS0 ; end % KS aggregation of mu (=1/ lambda )
197 dmKS = dKS(pAgg ,mu (1: nEig),dmu); % KS aggregation of dmu
198 dg0 = imfilter ( reshape (dmKS/muKS0 ,nely ,nelx)./dHs ,h,bcF); % back - filter KS sensitivity
199 % -- Constraint function : KS aggregation of compliance and volume
200 g1Vec = [F ’*U;mean( xPhys (:))]./[ cMax*c0; volfrac ] -1; % set of constraints [’C’,’V ’]
201 dg1c = imfilter ( reshape (dc /( cMax*c0),nely ,nelx)./dHs ,h,bcF); % back - filter compliance derivative
202 dg1V = imfilter ( reshape (dV/volfrac ,nely ,nelx)./dHs ,h,bcF); % back - filter volume derivative
203 g1 = fKS(pAgg , g1Vec ); % aggregate the two constraints
204 dg1 = dKS(pAgg ,g1Vec ,[ dg1c (:) ,dg1V (:) ]); % sensitivity of the KS constraint
205 plotL (loop ,:) = [1/ g0/muKS0 ,1/ mu (1) ]; strL=’KS(-) ,\ lambda_1 (--)’;
206 plotR (loop ,:) = [g1 ,g1Vec ’]; strR=’g_1 (-),gC(--),gV (. -) ’;
207 muVec (loop ,:) = mu ’;
208 case [’V’,’C’,’B’] % min volume with compliance & BLF constraints (Eq. 14 paper )
209 g0 = mean( xPhys (:))./ v0;
210 dg0 = imfilter ( reshape (dV/volfrac ,nely ,nelx)./dHs ,h,bcF);
211 % ---- Constraint function : KS aggregation of BLFs and compliance
212 muKS = fKS(pAgg ,mu (1: nEig)); % KS aggregation of mu
213 dmKS = dKS(pAgg ,mu (1: nEig),dmu); % KS aggregation of dmu
214 g1Vec = [ prSel {2}(2) *muKS;F ’*U ]./[1; prSel {2}(1) *c0 ] -1; % set of constraints ’B’,’C’
215 dg1l = imfilter ( reshape (dmKS* prSel {2}(2) ,nely ,nelx)./dHs ,h,bcF); % back - filter dmu
216 dg1c = imfilter ( reshape (dc /( prSel {2}(1) *c0),nely ,nelx)./dHs ,h,bcF);% back - filter dc
217 g1 = fKS(pAgg , g1Vec ); % aggregate the two constraints
218 dg1 = dKS(pAgg ,g1Vec ,[ dg1l (:) ,dg1c (:) ]); % sensitivity of the KS constraint
219 plotL (loop ,:) = g0; strL = ’g_0 ’;
220 plotR (loop ,:) = [g1 ,g1Vec ’]; strR=’g_1 (-),gL(--),gC (. -) ’;
221 muVec = cat (1,muVec ,mu ’);
222 end
223 % ---------------------------------------- RL. 7) UPDATE DESIGN VARIABLES
224 if loop ==1 , xOld = x(act); xOld1 = xOld; as = []; end % initialize MMA history parameters
225 [x0 ,as ,lmid ]= ocUpdate (loop ,x(act),dg0(act),g1 ,dg1(act),ocPar ,xOld ,xOld1 ,as ,beta , restartAs );
226 xOld1 = xOld; xOld = x(act); x(act) = x0;
227 % ----------------------------------------- RL. 8) PRINT AND PLOT RESULTS
228 fprintf (’It .:%2i g0 :%7.4 f g1 :%0.2 e penalK :%7.2 f penalG :%7.2 f eta :%7.2 f beta :%7.1 f ch :%0.3 e lm :%0.3 e\n’, ...
229 loop ,g0 ,g1 ,penalK ,penalG ,eta ,beta ,ch ,lmid);
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230 if any( prSel {1} == ’B’) % plot design , g0 & g1 evolution , BLFs evolution
231 subplot (2 ,2 ,1:2);
232 colormap (gray); imagesc (1- reshape (xPhys ,nely ,nelx));
233 caxis ([0 ,1]); axis equal ; axis off; drawnow ; title (’Current design ’);
234 subplot (2 ,2 ,3)
235 yyaxis left; plot (1: loop , plotL ); ylabel (strL);
236 yyaxis right ; plot (1: loop , plotR ); ylabel (strR); title (’Objective and constraint ’);
237 subplot (2 ,2 ,4)
238 plot (1: loop ,1./ muVec (: ,1:4)); title (’Lowest BLFs ’);
239 else % plot the current design only
240 colormap (gray); imagesc (1- reshape (xPhys ,nely ,nelx));
241 caxis ([ 0 ,1]); axis equal ; axis off; drawnow ;
242 end
243 % apply continuation on penalization (s), beta & aggregation parameter (s)
244 penalKold = penalK ; penalGold = penalG ; betaOld = beta;
245 [penalK ,penalG ,beta ,pAgg] = deal(cnt(penalK , penalCntK , loop), ...
246 cnt(penalG ,penalCntG ,loop), cnt(beta ,betaCnt ,loop), cnt(pAgg ,pAggCnt ,loop));
247 if (beta - betaOld ~= 0 || penalK - penalKold ~=0 || penalG - penalGold ~=0)
248 restartAs = 1; else , restartAs = 0; end % restart asymptotes if needed
249 end
250 end
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